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ABSTRACT  
The morphology of a ternary polymer system is 

a function of processing parameters, in 

particular, temperature. In fact, altering the 

operational temperature would have direct 

impacts on the interfacial tension between each 

binary domains owing to entropic contribution 

through the Gibbs free energy of ternary system. 

Consequently, the knowledge concerning with 

temperature effects could possibly result in 

morphology prediction toward polymer blends. 

In another word, the relation between 

processing temperature and morphology 

development is of vital importance. The current 

paper deals with the morphology prediction 

through the HDPE/PA-6/EVOH  ternary 

polymer blends as a result of temperature being 

changed. Accordingly, the effect of temperature 

on the distribusion of both dispersed phases 

were considered as the thermodynamic 

parameter. Here, based on interfacial energy 

contribution, by increasing the temperature 

within the HDPE matrix, there was an increase 

in the interfacial tension of composite droplets,  

as calculated based upon theoretical 

predications. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Morphology of a ternary systems is a function of 

several factors as composition, viscosity ratio, 

interfacial tension, shear rate, elasticity, and 

processing conditions. There are many of papers on 

dealing with the ternary blends owing to the ability to 

provide wide range of variations in mechanical and 

morphological traits in these systems[1-4]. For the 

systems consisting of two minor phases, three distinct 

types of phase morphology have to be specified, so 

that, one of the minor components forms an 

encapsulating layer around domains of another 

minor component, in addition to the case that two 

minor components form independent phases 

separately. The third type is the intermediate case, 

where mixed phases of the two components are 

formed without any ordered structures [1]. 

Moreover, some processing conditions such as 

feeding sequence, extrusion rate, and temperature 

profile along the screw can significantly affect the 

mechanical and morphological properties [1,3,4]. 

This paper deals with morphology evolution through 

the HDPE/PA6/EVOH ternary systems. The 

interfacial tension is calculated utilizing harmonic 

mean equation at various temperatures and the 

consequence of minor phase ratio on the 

morphology type and particle size are lastly studied. 

 

Materials 
Two grades of high density polyethylene supplied by 

Sabic KSA, HD-A( MFI: 9 g/10min, 190 
o
C, 

2.16kg) and HD-B( MFI: 46 g/10min, 190 
o
C, 

2.16kg). Two dispersed phases polyamide6(PA6) 

with MFI: 1.6 g/10min, at 190 
o
C and 2.16kg, and 

ethylen vinyle alcohol EVOH with density of 1.19 

g/cm
3
 were respectively purchased from Schulman, 

Germany and Eval, USA.  

 

Blend Preparation and Characterization 
In this study, nine ternary blends of HDPE/PA6/ 

EVOH; namely A/B/C system, were manufactured at 

different weight ratios of PA6 to EVOH and various 

temperature profiles utilizing a Brabender co-

rotating twin screw extruder (diameter of 

screw=2cm, length/diameter ratio=40). Prior to www.SID.ir
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processing, all materials were dried in an oven for at 

least 10 h at 80˚C. The extrudates were then 

quenched in a cooling water bath and pelletized in a 

granulator. To study the the particle size and the type  

 

 

of morphology, a Philips XL30 scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) were utilized through the 

cryogenically fracture surfaces of ternary specimens. 

All samples were etched using an equimolal mixture 

of n-propanole and distillated water for 24h to 

remove EVOH minor phase. The screw speed was 

kept constant at 100 rpm. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The effect of temperature 
Figure 1 depicts the interfacial tension alterations for 

all the binary systems calculated based upon 

harmonic mean equation. According to this figure, 

owing to entropic contribution of Gibbs free energy 

equation, rising the temperature has had various 

influences on the interfacial tension behavior. 

Employing Hobbs predictive equation, the spreading 

coefficients 
 CB /  and BC / were respectively 

obtained as -1.321 and 1.031, at 240 ˚C. These values 

were representative of this fact that EVOH could 

roughly encapsulate the PA6 minor phase in the 

HDPE continuous phase. In the case of a and b 

diagrams, by increasing entropic term owing to 

temperature impression, the interfacial tension 

increased linearly. Nonetheless, for HDPE/EVOH 

system, figure1c, AC  was decreased with increasing 

temperature, as a result of d /dT being negative for 

the latter binary system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.  interfacial tension as the fuction of temperature for 

(a)HDPE/PA6, (b)PA6/EVOH, and (c)HDPE/EVOH 

binary systems 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Morphology evolution through 

HDPE/PA6/EVOH ternary systems at 240 ˚C (a)80/5/15, 

(b)80/10/10, and (c)80/5/15. 

 

Conclusion 
The ternary polymer blends based on 

HDPE/PA6/EVOH explained in this research work 

manufactured at different temperatures and 

PA6/EVOH weight ratios. Here, Hobbs model is 

successfully employed to predict the morphology 

type, core-shell composite particles. when 

PA6/EVOH weight ratio increased at constant 

temperature of 240 ˚C, bigger composite droplets 

formed as a consequence of coalescence into the 

extruder. Furthermore, morphological features 

confirmed this hypothesis at higher ratios of  

PA6/EVOH.    
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